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August 6, 2018

William L. Colbert, City Attorney
City of Sanford, Florida
1001 Heathrow Park Lane
Suite 4001
Heathrow, Florida 32746

Marisol Ordoñez
City of Sanford – Finance Department – Purchasing Division
300 N Park Avenue Suite 236
Sanford, FL 32771

RE: Performance & Payment Bond Form Language – Sea Wall Construction – W. Seminole Blvd.
RiverWalk Ph. III

Dear William Colbert and Marisol Ordoñez,

The Florida Surety Association (FSA) is a trade association whose membership includes the vast majority of surety
companies that are licensed to write fidelity and surety bonds in the state of Florida. These surety company members
write construction surety bonds supporting contractors that are working on projects for The City of Sanford, Florida
as well as cities, counties, municipalities, and private owners throughout the State of Florida. Our membership has
brought to our attention concerns regarding the language contained within the Performance Bond form the city is
utilizing. We would like to open communication with the city regarding this language.

The recommendations and suggested language that is in this letter share a common goal with the City of Sanford to
provide clarity, minimize ambiguity, and share the responsibilities fairly amongst the principal and City on the
captioned project. A surety bond that contains terms and conditions that are consistent with industry norms increases
competition. The available market for the bond increases and more contractors are able to bid for the City’s projects.
However, bonding requirements that are ambiguous or create uncertainty causes the surety to tighten its
underwriting requirements. Tighten underwriting requirements could reduce the number of contractors able to
obtain a bond, lower competition, and may ultimately lead to higher costs.

The following comments are in regards to the performance and payment bonds included as a part of the Sea Wall
Construction – W. Seminole Blvd. RiverWalk Ph. III project manual.

Penal Sum

Certain language in the performance bond form raises the possibility of the City contending that the penal sum is not
a limit on the surety's liability. The performance bond states that “coverage of this Performance Bond is co‐equal
with each and every obligation of the Principal under the above referenced Agreement” and further requires “[t]he
Surety to acknowledge that its cost of completion upon default by the Principal may exceed the Contract Price.” The
form also states “the surety stipulates and agrees that its obligation is to perform the Principal’s work” and further
restricts the surety’s performance to “(i) take over performance of the Principal’s work and be the completing Surety
even if performance of the Principal’s work exceeds the adjusted Principal’s Contract Price” or “(ii) re‐bid and relet
the Principal’s work to a completing contractor with Surety remaining liable for the completing contractor’s
performance of the Principal’s work and furnishing adequate funds to complete the work.” These provisions suggest
that the surety’s liability could be unlimited. The performance bond does not explicitly say the penal sum is the limit
of liability of the surety bond, but that is what penal sum means. Sureties are normally satisfied with a clear
statement of the amount of the bond. The performance bond language as written calls into question the intentions of
the City to require the surety company to pay whatever it costs to perform even if the penal sum of the bond is
exceeded. The penal sum of the bond provide the surety certainty as to its maximum financial exposure.
The penal sum also is relevant with respect to legal and regulatory requirements. A surety company cannot write a
bond that has unlimited liability. Section 624.609, Florida Statutes, limits the size of a single bond a surety company
can write to 10% of the surety’s policyholder surplus. In fact, reinsurance treaties commonly used by surety
companies do not permit the surety to assume unlimited liability. A surety company must know its full
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limit of liability at any given time to be certain that if there is a loss, the surety company has the funds (reserves or
surplus capital) to pay. By keeping the penal sum protected, this necessary certainty required is obtained. Therefore,
we recommend that the referenced provisions be deleted in their entirety.

Change Orders and Modifications to the Contract

The performance bond states that “in the event Change Orders (unilateral or directive change orders and bilateral
change orders) or other modifications to the Agreement and Contract Documents are executed exceeding one
hundred percent (100%) of the Contract Price, the Surety shall be notified by CITY of such increased by CITY, and
the Principal shall be required to increase the sum of this Performance Bond to be commensurate with the increased
Contract Price.” The payment bond further states “the sum of this Payment Bond shall increase or decrease in
accordance with the Change Orders (unilateral or directive change orders and bilateral change orders) or other
modifications to the Agreement or Contract Documents.” We understand that the City may be concerned that
sufficient bond protection is available to cover any increases in the project scope caused by change orders. However,
considering that 100% of the original contract price is available to respond to performance claims under the
performance bond and another 100% of the original contract price is available to respond to payment claims under
the payment bond, we question whether subsequent increases in the bond amount are necessary. In fact, in the event
of a default, the bond covers expenses that are over and above the contract funds still held by the City. Therefore, we
recommend that the bond amount should be simply 100% of the original contract price.

If the City chooses to continue to require penal sum increases commensurate with contract price increases, we
suggest that consent of the surety be required. The performance bond is not clear whether surety consent is needed
to effect a bond increase. Of course, we are not suggesting that the City and the contractor should have to obtain the
surety's consent on every change order. A solution used by other obligees has been to provide for an automatic
adjustment of the penal sum for change orders up to the point of an overall 10% increase. If the aggregate of the
changes reaches 10% of the initial contract amount, the surety's consent is required for any further increase. In that
way the surety can underwrite the bond knowing that its maximum exposure is 110% of the penal sum unless it
consents to a further increase. Therefore, we suggest that the provision be deleted in its entirety and replaced with
the following:

Any changes in or under the Agreement and Contract Documents shall not affect Surety’s
obligations under this Performance Bond and Surety hereby waives notice of any such changes.
However, in the event Change Orders (unilateral or directive change orders and bilateral change
orders) or other modifications to the Agreement and Contract Documents in the aggregate exceeds
ten percent (10%) of the initial Contract Price, consent of the Surety shall be required, which
consent shall not be unreasonably withheld.

Consequential, Delay, and Liquidated Damages

The performance bond states that the Surety is responsible for payments of “all liquidated damages, losses,
damages, delay damages, expenses, costs, and attorneys’ fees, including costs and attorneys’ fees on appeal that
CITY sustains resulting from any breach or default by Principal under the Agreement”. (emphasis added) Other
bond provisions state that the surety is liable for “indirect damages as determined by CITY”. (emphasis added)
These provisions suggest that the City may be able to collect consequential, actual, and liquidated damages. We
question whether an obligation to pay consequential, actual, and liquidated damages is necessary and appropriate. It
is common for the construction contract to include a mutual waiver of consequential damages. Therefore, the
inclusion of the words “Losses, damages, and indirect damages” calls into question whether or not consequential
damages are to be covered under the bond. In addition, liquidated damages are established when the actual damages
cannot be quantified. Such damages are established as a substitute to actual damages. 24 Williston on Contracts §
65:1 (4th Ed.) This provision as written creates a greater exposure for the contractor and ultimately its surety in the
case of a default. We recommend that the City use the language provided in 255.05, Florida Statutes “Pays [CITY]
all losses, damages, expenses, costs, and attorney’s fees, including appellate proceedings, that [CITY] sustains
because of a default by Principal under the contract”, in lieu of “all liquidated damages, losses, damages, delay
damages” and the phrase “and for indirect damages as determined by CITY up to an additional twenty percent
(20%) over the adjusted
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Contract Price”. We recommend further that the construction contract provide for the mutual waiver of
consequential damages and the bond provisions provide for either liquidated damages or actual damages, but not
both.
When a surety writes a bond, the surety provides security that the owner will receive a completed contract. A surety
bond does not contemplate responding to third party claims or the risk of consequential or incidental damages.
Therefore the risks underwritten by a surety are with regards to the financial and operational capacity of the
contractor as well as the estimated costs, expenses, and liabilities to be undertaken to fulfil the obligations of the
contract. These provisions calls into question whether bond funds would only be used towards the construction of
the public improvement. Ambiguity with regard to the surety’s liability causes uncertainty and may lead to the
surety to write a bond or at a minimum tighten its underwriting requirements.

Surety Options upon a Contractor’s Default

The performance bond states:

The Surety stipulates and agrees that its obligation is to perform the Principal’s work under
the Agreement under this Performance Bond. The following preventative options by the Surety are
encouraged; however, preventative options shall not be considered under this Performance
Bond: (i) Surety’s financing of the Principal to keep Principal from defaulting under the
Contract Documents; and (ii) Surety’s offers to CITY to buy back this Performance Bond.
The Surety agrees that its obligation under this Performance Bond is to: (i) take over
performance of the Principal’s work and be the completing Surety even if performance of the
Principal’s work exceeds the adjusted Principal’s Contract Price; or (ii) re‐bid and re‐let the
Principal’s work to a completing contractor with Surety remaining liable for the completing
contractor’s performance of the Principal’s work and furnishing adequate funds to complete the
work. The Surety acknowledges that its cost of completion upon default by the Principal may
exceed the Contract Price. In any event, the Principal’s Contract Time is of the essence and
applicable delay damages are not waived by CITY. (emphasis added).

There are many different reasons for a contractor to default on a construction project many of which could require
the surety to take actions that are more cost sensitive and time friendly than taking over a project and completing or
re‐letting the project to a completing contractor. The City, contractor, and surety share a common goal of having a
completed public improvement and these provisions deprives the surety of the flexibility traditionally afforded to a
surety in discharging its liability. Early communication with the surety vastly improves the surety claims process
and the surety can often help avoid a default termination. Therefore, we suggest a bond provision that provides the
surety the flexibility to discharge its obligations upon the default of the contractor, a declaration of default and
termination of the contractor’s right to proceed. Such a provision increases the available market for the bond and
thereby may lead to more contractors bidding for the City’s projects. This may cause lower construction costs and
more opportunities for small and emerging contractors to participate on City projects.

As a miscellaneous item with regard to the surety’s actions upon a default is that the bond suggests that a declaration
of default will be made; however, the provision falls short of requiring a notice to be sent to the surety. A surety has
no right to unjustly interfere with the contractor’s performance of the contract absent a default. Therefore, a notice
requirement to provide notice to the surety provides a clear understanding to all parties as to when a surety becomes
obligated under the bond.

Conditionality of the Surety Bond

The performance bond states that the surety’s obligations “shall be direct and immediate and not conditional or
contingent upon City’s pursuit of its remedies against Principal.” It is important to understand that surety bonds are
conditional obligations, contingent upon a principal default under the underlying agreement. Therefore, the surety
company will investigate whether a default has occurred. If there is not a default, then there is no obligation for the
surety company to perform. The pricing and underwriting of a surety bond contemplate that the surety’s obligations
are triggered only when the contractor has defaulted.
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The performance and payment bonds state that “Any changes in or under the Agreement and Contract Documents
and compliance or non‐compliance with any formalities connected with the Agreement or the changes therein
shall not affect Surety’s obligations.” (emphasis added) In reviewing a bond form, the surety reasonably expects that
a bond form would require the owner to fulfill its obligations under the construction contract. A surety’s obligation
under a bond typically is conditioned on a default of the contractor. A predicate for a contractor’s default typically is
that the owner is not in material default of its obligations, such as the obligation to make payment in accordance
with the terms of the contract. The provisions in the performance bond described above bring this concept into
question. If the owner pays for work not performed, thereby reducing the contract balance available to complete the
work, the excess cost to complete over the remaining contract is increased. This increase should not fall on the
surety, which could do nothing to prevent the loss. We recommend that this provision should be deleted.

Scope of Contractor’s Warranty

The performance bond states that the surety remains fully liable for “all warranties of all components and
materials, notwithstanding the fact that CITY may issue deductive Change Orders and directly purchase such
items.” (emphasis added) The contractor and its surety should be liable to warrant only components and materials
that it purchases and incorporates into the public improvement. If the contractor is required to install the component
or material provided by the City then the contractor should only be liable to warrant its workmanship with regard to
the installation of the component or material. Therefore, we suggest that the provision be amended to delete the
phrase “and directly purchase such items.”

Contract provisions that increase the surety’s risk ultimately are harmful for competition. A surety addresses
increased risk by tightening its underwriting requirements. As a result, fewer contractors may qualify for the bond
and less competition leads to higher prices. We urge the City to consider the concerns expressed in this letter and
consider revisions to the City’s performance and payment bonds that present a more reasonable risk for the
contractor and its surety. We thank you for your consideration and look forward to discussing with you our concerns
in detail. If there are any questions, please feel free to contact me at 407-443-5412 or by email at
President@Floridasurety.com

Sincerely,

Cody Fore
President – Florida Surety Association


